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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to provide a deployment update for the HeyStaks social search system which uses recommendation techniques to add collaboration to mainstream search engines such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo. We describe our results of initial deployments, including an assessment of the quality of HeyStaks’ recommendations, and highlight some lessons learned in the marketplace.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently researchers have begun to recognise the potential of web search as a platform for a more social and collaborative approach to information discovery. For example, researchers in the area of collaborative information retrieval have sought to make web search more collaborative and more social in a variety of ways; see for example [1–3]. The driving insight is that search is an inherently collaborative affair as people frequently search for similar things in similar ways [6, 8, 10, 12]. By embracing collaboration mainstream search deliver improved result relevance especially in the face of ongoing challenges by so-called content farms and increasingly aggressive SEO (search engine optimization) strategies\(^1\).

For instance, novice searchers have much to gain from the search experiences of more expert searchers. But such experiences and recommendations need to be integrated into mainstream search contexts.

This is a key objective for HeyStaks: an approach to social search that adds a layer of collaboration and recommendation to mainstream search engines like Google and Bing. The recommendation technology that drives HeyStaks has been described in detail elsewhere [5,9–11]. For this purpose

\(^1\)http://searchengineland.com/google-forecloses-on-content-farms-with-farmer-algorithm-update-66071
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Figure 1: The HeyStaks iPad app: (a) the search homescreen; (b) a search results display with recommended communities/staks; (c) A search results page with recommendations from a joined stak; (d) an individual results page.

Figure 3: (a) Query coverage for Google and HeyStaks based on in-app and trending queries; (b) CTR for Google and HeyStaks for All and Top n conditions.
a browser plugin, making it possible to integrate directly with mainstream search engines at the interface level; examples of this can be seen in [9]. More recently HeyStaks has been deployed through a range of mobile and tablet apps for iOS and Android requiring a different approach to search engine integration via search engine APIs. In the remainder of this section we will provide some examples from the iPad HeyStaks app and summarise the system architecture and basic recommendation components.

2.1 HeyStaks for iPad

Figures 1(a-d) show screenshots from the iPad app. Our user starts with a query for "hard rock"; see Figure 1(a). The default results from Google tend to bias towards music and casinos; see Figure 1(b). In this instance our searcher is interested in mountain biking; there is one recent example of this type of result recommended from their personal "My Searches" stak but in addition HeyStaks recommends two staks as possible sources of additional results, one is a "Mountain Biking" stak and the other a "Music" stak; these are presented above the main search results in Figure 1(b). By tapping on either of these stak communities the user can join them and benefit from more topically focused recommendations. In this case, the user opts to join the "Mountain Biking" stak and instantly receives a new set of recommendations, this time from the relevant search histories of the most reputable members of this particular stak. The recommendations are inserted at the top of the results list as in Figure 1(c). Finally, the user selects one of the results and views it within the app from where they can choose to tag or share it with their contacts or social networks; see Figure 1(d).

2.2 System Architecture

The HeyStaks system architecture is shown in Figure 2, highlighting two important elements: the client-side apps (browser, mobile, tablet) and the backend HeyStaks server. The client apps provide direct access to key HeyStaks functionality and recommendations and integrate directly with mainstream search engines. The HeyStaks server manages the individual staks (indexing individual pages against query/tag terms and positive/negative votes), the stak database (stak titles, members, descriptions, status, etc.) and the core recommendation and reputation engines.

The recommendation engine at the heart of HeyStaks uses a combination of content-based and social recommendation strategies to identify and rank pages for recommendation to the searcher, based on their target query and stak membership. Its ranking component uses a relevance score to prioritise pages that are similar to the target query and that were frequently selected by stak members for similar search contexts. In addition, this relevance score is combined with the reputation of the stak members who originally sourced the page in question. This reputation score is based on a collaboration model in which reputation propagates between users when results which originated from one user are recommended and selected by another. For the interested reader, these relevance [9] and reputation [4] components have been described and evaluated elsewhere.

3. LIVE-USER EVALUATION

In October 2010 HeyStaks received seed funding to productise its social search technology and bring it to market as a consumer enhancement for traditional search engines. This culminated in key product releases in the second half of 2011. In this section we will summarise recent usage results based on an analysis of approximately 50,000 live users during the first 3 months of 2012, generating an average of about 4 unique searches per user per day. We will focus in particular on the coverage and relevance of HeyStaks' recommendations versus the organic results returned by Google.

3.1 Coverage

By coverage we mean the percentage of search queries for which Google/HeyStaks can return results. Early on coverage was one of the key challenges faced by HeyStaks: in the absence of a critical mass of staks and stak content recommendations were rare and so the potential benefits to new users were limited. This is a classic example of the cold-start problem in conventional recommender systems [7], which we shall return to later.

To evaluate coverage we consider two sources of test queries. First there are the queries submitted by the HeyStaks users themselves – we refer to these as app queries – and they are important because their coverage tells us how often our current users benefit from HeyStaks recommendations. However, there is the concern that these early-adopter users are probably less representative of future users and so it is also important to understand the likely coverage of HeyStaks as it attracts more mainstream users in the future. To evaluate this coverage we use an alternative set of test queries based on the trending query lists available through Google; we refer to these as trending queries.

The results are presented in Figure 3(a). As expected Google offers near perfect coverage for both app and trending queries, although interestingly it fails to hit 100% for the app queries which highlights the somewhat specialised nature of these early-adopter queries. In contrast, as expected HeyStaks does not provide such complete coverage. But it can generate recommendations for more than 50% of app queries and almost 75% of trending queries. In other words, the current users of HeyStaks enjoy at least some recommendations for half of their queries and so the majority of new users will see recommendations during their daily searches. The even higher coverage for the trending queries bodes well for future users and reflects well on some of the bootstrapping techniques that have been used to drive coverage during the early stages of deployment (see Section 4).

3.2 Relevance

Query coverage is important but only if the recommendations prove to be relevant. The standard bearer for relevance in web search is the click-through rate (CTR) and, all other things being equal, results that attract a higher CTR are likely to be more relevant than those that do not. In this section we calculate two different variations on the CTR measure. First we calculate the CTR across all Google result lists and separately across all HeyStaks recommendation sets. We refer to this as the All condition. However, this is imperfect because it is clearly biased towards Google’s longer result-lists; for a typical session Google includes 10 results whereas HeyStaks includes at most 4 recommendations and usually fewer. As an alternative, we also calculate the CTR for the n HeyStaks recommendations in a session and compare this to the CTR for the top n Google results;
we call this the Top n condition.

The results shown in Figure 3(b) are clearly very positive. In each condition we can see that HeyStaks enjoys a significantly higher CTR than Google. The difference is particularly striking for the Top n Results condition. In this case, HeyStaks enjoys a CTR of more than 80% compared to Google’s 22% CTR on a like-for-like basis. This means that HeyStaks results attract selections almost 4 times as frequently as Google, which is surely a strong indicator that HeyStaks’ more targeted, social recommendations are proving to be more relevant that the one-size-fits-all organic results from leading mainstream search engines.

4. LESSONS LEARNED

In this section we would like to briefly outline some of the lessons that have been learned as a result of our deployment experiences over the past 12 months. Many of these lessons are not unique to the deployment of recommender systems or apps based around recommender systems technologies but we hope that they will nonetheless help others to learn from some of the challenges that we have faced.

Most recommender systems are subject to the cold-start problem and the challenge of making recommendations to users from the start. For HeyStaks this was a considerable challenge since the absence of a critical mass of users and stak content limited recommendation opportunities. To partially address this issue we added a number of high-level recommendation triggers or filters to staks, basically URL patterns that would trigger the promotion of certain types of organic Google or Bing results when present. For example, a Gadgets & Technology might include filters for techcrunch.com, theverge.com, or mashable.com and ensure that these results would be promoted when returned by Google or Bing. While not strictly speaking social recommendations, it provided an opportunity to kick-start recommendations for early users by including easily sourced and reliable filters in newly created staks.

Another important lesson concerned the need to reduce app complexity. The HeyStaks browser apps contain a wide variety of functions, including allowing users to create and maintain their own staks. The motivation here was obviously to use this as an opportunity to crowd-source the early staks and their content. However, this functionality was rarely used and so increased app complexity. The mobile and tablet apps provided a more streamlined service, removing stak creation features, and instead prioritising the recommendation of pre-existing staks for users to join at search time. As well as simplifying the user experience this also helped ensure that new users were recommended high-quality staks on topics that mattered to them.

Of course this simplification then limited the opportunity to crowd-source new staks which in turn motivated the development of a semi-automatic stak creation workflow for use in-house. The precise details of this are beyond the scope of this short paper but briefly, by harvesting and clustering trending terms from public search and social network sources (Google, Bing, Twitter etc) it was possible to produce a comprehensive list of stak topics. These topics and their associated seed terms were elaborated using, for example, the Bing query suggestion tool to produce a comprehensive set of popular queries. And by submitted these queries to Google’s interface on a like-for-like basis. This means that HeyStaks results attract selections almost 4 times as frequently as Google, which is surely a strong indicator that HeyStaks’ more targeted, social recommendations are proving to be more relevant than the one-size-fits-all organic results from leading mainstream search engines.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this short paper we have provided a brief update on our experiences developing and deploying a recommendation system for social search. Early indications speak to the value of the approach as users benefit from superior search results when compared directly to mainstream search engines like Google. We have also outlined some important deployment lessons that we have learned that may be of interest for other recommender system deployments.
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